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the line operators at the oregon mines continued to increase
during the eighties. Concentration of the striking force on
the mines resulting in higher than normal labour and material
costs. The average monthly wages of miners during the eighties
were the highest of any decade and with the recovery the year
ended with wage scale of $ 3. 49.. A clause of the conditions
of employment was added in the spring of 1920 : " The
obligation of this organization for all its members includes
the guarantee of a wage of $ 3.25 for all men employed by us
in all its oregon mines.... " Wage increases will be granted
to all members at regular intervals during the time they may
be on this wage scale and later on the newly established wage
scale of $ 3.50. " The wage rates which we will pay to our
members in the future, as we shall determine from time to
time, shall be such as will not effect the rate of advance of
all other mines of like grade in oregon.... Should the wage
scales of other oregon mines be lowered as a result of the
work of this organization, in order to compel this
organization to pay wage scales in excess of the usual average
wage rates then obtaining, or should the wage scales of this
organization be raised to compel these other oregon mines to
pay a wage rate not higher than the average oregon wages then
prevailing, we will deduct from the earnings of our members at
least the cost of the increase in the wage scales of the other
oregon mines. ... "We will not, however, compel any decrease
in the wages of any other mining organization..... " THE
OREGON MINES The Portland area of the Oregon mines in the
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early eighties was divided into approximately seventy - five
separate field units of different grades. Most of these fields
were entirely self - sustaining and although the total number
of workers employed was as high as 120,000, the number in each
field was small. There were some thirty - three fields where
gold and silver were found between the main line and the angle
branches of the lin. The fields were held by the Oregon Mining
Association in the name of the working miners.
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